Theoretical ELNES using one-particle and multi-particle calculations.
One-, two-, and many-particle calculations for electron-energy-loss near-edge structures (ELNES) are reviewed. The most important point for the ELNES calculation is the proper introduction of the core-hole effect. By introducing the core-hole effect in a sufficiently large supercell, one-particle calculations are applicable to the ELNES of many edges. On the other hand, the two-particle interaction between the excited electron and the core-hole, namely the excitonic effect, is significant in the K edges of very light elements and the L(2,3) edges of Mg and Al. Many-particle interactions, including both electron-electron and electron-hole interactions, are indispensable for the L(2,3) edges of transition metals and the M(4,5) edges of lanthanides, namely white lines. In this review, we present the basics, methodologies, and some applications of one-, two-, and many-particle calculations. In addition, importance of momentum transfer vector in the ELNES calculations for comparison with the experiments is discussed.